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In order to address many of the challenges and bottlenecks currently experienced by traditional
charge-based technologies, various alternatives are being actively explored to provide potential solu-
tions of device miniaturization and scaling in the post-Moore’s-law era. Amongst these alternatives,
spintronic physics and devices have recently attracted rapidly increasing interest by exploiting the
additional degree of electrons-spin. For example, magnetic domain-wall racetrack-memory and logic
devices have been realized via manipulating domain-wall motion. As compared to domain-wall-
based devices, magnetic skyrmions have the advantages of ultrasmall size (typically 5–100 nm in
diameter), facile current-driven motion, topological stability, and peculiar emergent electrodynamics,
promising for next-generation electronics applications in the post-Moore’s-law regime. Here, a mag-
netic meron device, which behaves similarly to a PN-junction diode, is demonstrated for the first
time, by tailoring the current-controlled unidirectional motion of edge-merons (i.e., fractional sky-
rmions) in a nanotrack with interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. The working principles of
the meron device, theoretically predicted from the Thiele equation for topological magnetic objects,
are further verified using micromagnetic simulations. The present study has revealed the topology-
independent transport property of different magnetic objects and is expected to open the vista toward
integrated composite circuitry (with unified data storage and processing) based on a single magnetic
chip, as the meron device can be used, either as a building block to develop complex logic compo-
nents or as a signal controller to interconnect skyrmion, domain-wall, and even spin-wave devices.
Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4968574]
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic skyrmions are topologically stable spin config-
uration with an unit skyrmion number (Q) that can exist in
non-centrosymmetric bulk magnets1,2 and ultrathin magnetic
multilayer films lacking inversion symmetry,3 where asym-
metric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)4–7 mediated
by certain atoms with a strong spin-orbit coupling tends to
twist the adjacent spins. Once a current is applied, the quan-
tized topological charge can help a skyrmion to avoid pinning
centers8–10 but causes accompanying transverse displacement
during its drift motion along a transmission channel, giving
rise to the so-called skyrmion Hall effect.8,9,11,12 The sky-
rmion Hall effect can be eliminated by using a bilayer com-
posite structure.13 At sufficiently large current densities where
the Magnus force overcomes the boundary’s repulsion force,
a skyrmion will be pushed to touch the lateral boundary of a
transmission track, forming a fractional skyrmion termed
edge-meron.14 Then, the inward directed repulsion force act-
ing on the skyrmion converts into an outward directed attrac-
tion force on the edge-meron. In terms of string geometry,15
an edge-meron is enclosed by a curved open string and a
boundary of a transmission channel, and therefore, it can be
deemed as an intermediate spin texture between a skyrmion
with Q¼ 1 and a domain-wall pair with Q¼ 0. Intrinsically,
edge-merons are highly unstable instantons16 because of the
loss of topological protection. If no current is applied, an
edge-meron will decay rapidly. According to the Thiele equa-
tion,17 an edge-meron will experience a Magnus force18–20
when a current is employed, since the skyrmion number for
an edge-meron is still finite despite being smaller than 1.14
The direction of the Magnus force depends on that of the in-
plane current along a track.8–10 Thus, the Magnus force can
be tuned to favor or react against the boundary’s attraction
force by changing the current direction.
By micromagnetic simulations, we address the current-
driven dynamics of magnetic edge-merons in a nanotrack
made of an ultrathin multilayer film exhibiting interfacial
DMI.6,7 We find that, for a certain current direction, the
Magnus force on the edge-meron can indeed counteract the
boundary’s attraction force, resulting in the edge-meron’s
dynamical stabilization in the transverse direction and its
steady flow along the boundary at a velocity proportional to
the current density. When the current direction is reversed,
the edge-meron is expelled from the boundary. These find-
ings are in accordance with the prediction of the Thiele equa-
tion.18,19 Remarkably, the mobility (i.e., the velocity over
the current density) for the edge-merons and skyrmions
appears to be irrelevant to the topological numbers of these
magnetic objects as well as the material parameters, even
though the topological charge of an edge-meron changes
with the applied current density.
The fact that the nonreciprocal motion of an edge-meron
along the boundary is dependent on the current directiona)E-mail: zhouyan@cuhk.edu.cn
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allows for a current-controlled meron device, which shall be
patterned into a lateral-junction-type nanotrack with the central
part serving as the modulation unit and the two side arms as
the output element. The in-plane current is chosen as the con-
trol signal (as what the bias voltage behaves in conventional
PN-junction diode21), and the inductive voltage on the detec-
tion coil traversed by a moving domain wall (converted from
an edge-meron stabilized in the central track) is encoded into
the output signal. Numerical simulations demonstrate that the
proposed device can operate over a broad range of the parame-
ter space and even at room temperature. Meron-based signal
processing together with the well-known domain-wall logic22
and racetrack-memory23 technologies should lay the founda-
tion for magnetic computers24,25 beyond the von Neumann
architecture with strictly separated logic and memory.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Theoretical prediction based on the Thiele equation
The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation is a well-
established general-purpose tool in describing spin dynamics
of any continuous ferromagnetic system.8–10,13,15,18,19,24,26,27
From this general equation of motion of magnetization, the
so-called Thiele equation can be derived to describe the
motion of center of mass of a rigid spin texture8,10,19
G ðvs  vdÞ  rV þDðbvs  avdÞ ¼ 0; (1)
representing the balance of the Magnus, confining, and vis-
cous forces, where the gyrocoupling vector G¼Ge^z with e^z
being the unit vector along the vertical z axis, V is the confin-
ing potential due to boundaries, impurities, and/or magnetic
fields, and D ¼ ðDxx DxyDyx Dyy Þ ¼ ð
D 0
0 D Þ is a dissipation
tensor. a is the Gilbert damping parameter, b is the relative
strength of the nonadiabatic and adiabatic spin torques in the
Zhang-Li form associated with an in-plane current,28,29 vd is
the drift velocity of the spin texture, and vs is the velocity of
conduction electrons that is equal to the electron current den-
sity j¼Je^x multiplied by a prefactor chP/(2l0eMs), where
J is the magnitude of electric current density, e^x the unit vec-
tor in the x direction, c the gyromagnetic ratio, l0 the vac-
uum permeability, h the reduced Planck constant, P the spin
polarization of flowing electrons in the nanotrack, e the ele-
mentary charge, and Ms the saturation magnetization.
The gyroconstant G is proportional to Q,8,9 which is 1
for a skyrmion and 0 for a domain wall. Consequently, the
Magnus force Fg¼G (vs  vd) will act on a moving sky-
rmion if vd 6¼ vs, and it is always absent for domain walls.
When a skyrmion moves along a nanotrack, it experiences
bilateral confining potential; therefore, once the skyrmion,
under the Magnus force, departs from the center of the track
to approach one of the two borders, the confining force
Fp¼rV will emerge from that border as an opposing
force.8,9 Finally, under appropriate driving current densities,
the skyrmion will remain stabilized transversally and drift
steadily along the nanotrack,8,9 that is, the Magnus force can
always be compensated by the confining force from either
boundary, irrespective of the skyrmion’s drift direction.
Provided that an edge-meron can preserve a rigid struc-
ture, its current-driven motion should satisfy the above
Thiele equation. An edge-meron lies at a specific border;
thus, the force Fp from that border has a definite direction.
As a result, if the force Fp is oppositely directed with respec-
tive to Fg for a certain current direction, they will point in
the same direction when the applied current is reversed (as
illustrated in Fig. 1). Equation (1) requires that the topologi-
cal charge Q is nonzero and vd 6¼ vs in order for a finite Fg on
the edge-meron to occur. By applying an in-plane current
along the track (i.e., the x axis) and assuming that, under the
given current density, the edge-meron reaches steady-state
motion, one gets vsy ¼ 0, vdy ¼ 0, D(bvs  avd)¼ 0, and
FgþFp¼ 0. After some algebra, one obtains9
vdx ¼ ðb=aÞvsx; (2)
and
Fg ¼ ð1 b=aÞGvsx ¼ Fp; (3)
which requires 1  b/a 6¼ 0, G 6¼ 0, and vsx 6¼ 0 (i.e., b 6¼ a,
Q 6¼ 0, and J 6¼ 0) for an edge-meron to enter into steady drift
motion. Otherwise, the edge-meron will destabilize and anni-
hilate finally. It is worthy noting that the amplitude and
direction of J—an adjustable parameter—can be conve-
niently tuned to tailor the alignment of forces. As a next
step, we resort to micromagnetic simulations to test the
assumptions and theoretical predictions made herein.
B. Numerical verification by micromagnetic
simulations
The nanotracks, used as transmission channel for magnetic
merons, are patterned from an ultrathin multilayer film with
asymmetric interfaces to engender an interfacial DMI.6,7 In
what follows, we will demonstrate, first, the fundamental prin-
ciple of nonreciprocal edge-meron transport along the bound-
ary channel under in-plane currents. Here, we use a magnetic
nanotrack 1200 nm in length and 60 nm in width, in which an
edge-meron is preset and then moved by an in-plane current
(Figs. 2–4 and Figs. S1 and S2 in the supplementary material).
Current-driven skyrmion motion in the same nanotrack is also
examined for comparison.8,9 Subsequently, we will check the
influence of edge irregularity on meron motion. For this, a tri-
angular notch8,30 with variable depth is included into the border
of the nanotrack to mimic the boundary defect31 (Fig. 5).
Finally, we will demonstrate how a meron device works by vir-
tue of the current-modulated unidirectional motion of edge-
merons. To this end, a planar-junction-type structure composed
of nanotracks with different widths15,32 is adopted (Fig. 6 and
Figs. S3 and S4 in the supplementary material). The thickness
of the tracks for all simulations is 1 nm.
Micromagnetic simulations based on MuMax333 were
carried out to study the injection of an edge meron under a
perpendicular current and to trace the dynamics of meron
motion under an in-plane current. For all computations, the
interfacial DMI34 was added into the conventional Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation,35,36 for those computations
examining spin dynamics triggered by the out-of-plane
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current, the Slonczewski spin torque37 was included as well,
and for those tackling spin dynamics stimulated by the in-
plane current, the Zhang-Li spin torque28,29 was incorporated
additionally. For finite-temperature simulations, the random
thermal field of the Brown form33 was included into the
effective magnetic field (the results are shown in Fig. S4).
The material parameters typical of Pt/Co multilayer systems
with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy were employed in
simulations:8,15 Ms¼ 580 kA m1, the exchange stiffness
A¼ 15 pJ m1, P¼ 0.4, and a¼ 0.3 (a¼ 0.059,38 and
0.0139,40 were also examined in simulations to see the influ-
ence of damping constant; see Figs. 4 and S2). According to
Eq. (3), b/a¼ 1 shall lead to zero Magnus force and thus
destabilization of the edge-meron motion; therefore, the other
two representative cases of b/a¼ 2 and 0.5 were considered
in simulations. A series of Ku (perpendicular magnetocrystal-
line anisotropy) and D (the DMI strength) combinations were
examined in computations to ensure that the obtained results
would be valid for a variety of samples8,15 (Fig. 3 and Figs. S2
and S3 in the supplementary material). The results presented
in the figures throughout the paper correspond to Ku¼ 0.8 MJ
m3 (the effective uniaxial anisotropy Keff¼ 0.6 MJ m3 as
given by Keff¼Ku  (1/2)l0Ms2) and D¼ 3.5 mJ m2 unless
specified otherwise. The computational volume was divided
into regular meshes of 1 1  1 nm3 regardless of the sample
size. We did not impose any additional boundary condition on
the system in our simulations. Instead, we used the open
boundary condition, which should reflect the realistic circum-
stance (i.e., the properties of the real boundary).
III. RESULTS
A. Unidirectional motion of edge-merons
The rigidity of the meron’s spin configuration is well
maintained during its motion along a track without including
imperfections, as clearly seen from Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), where
the edge-meron moves smoothly showing a stable shape and
structure especially after the establishment of steady drift
motion characterized by unvaried mz and Q with time after
1.5 ns [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. The steady drift of the edge-
meron along the track [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)] implies that the
Magnus force occurs to the meron and cancels out the drag
force of the boundary. Without the current-induced Magnus
force, the meron will be pushed away from the track soon
(Fig. S1(c)), where vd¼ vs (resulting from a¼b) permits no
gyrotropic force, as expected from Eq. (3). The occurrence
of the Magnus force to the meron suggests that the edge-
meron has nonzero topological charge, as is confirmed by
the numerical values of Q [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)] directly cal-
culated from the simulated spin configuration according to
Q¼ (1/4p)Ðm(@xm @ym)dxdy.15
By reversing the current direction in Fig. 2(a) with the
other parameters unaltered, we arrive at the results in Figs.
2(e) and 2(f) displaying that the edge-meron decays quickly.
Apparently, the Magnus force and the attraction force from
the boundary combine into an outward net force, which drags
the meron. That is to say, the Magnus force can be reversed
by simply reversing the current direction verifying the theo-
retical prediction [Eq. (3)] of the Thiele equation. The orien-
tation of the Magnus force determines the dynamics of the
edge-meron, as seen from comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) and
Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). In a word, when the Magnus force balan-
ces the boundary’s attraction force in the transverse direc-
tion, the meron drifts steadily along the boundary channel;
when the Magnus force is opposite to the boundary’s force,
the meron is annihilated after injection at a timescale of hun-
dreds of picoseconds [Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) and S1(a)–S1(c)].
In this way, unidirectional transmission of meron carriers is
realized.
In Fig. 2(c), 1  b/a¼ 0.5 has a sign opposite to 1  b/a
¼1 in Fig. 2(a), and meanwhile the current directions are
also opposite. Considering that the boundary’s force is
always outward directed, the directions of the Magnus forces
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) must be identical and inward directed
to keep the steady-state motion. This agrees with the antici-
pation of Eq. (3). At this point, Eq. (3) (the dependencies of
Fg on b/a, Q, and J) has been thoroughly substantiated by
simulation results.
According to Eq. (2), the velocity of a spin texture has
nothing to do with its topological charge, which is revealed
in Fig. 2(c) where a skyrmion with Q 1 and an edge-meron
with Q 0.5 move synchronously along the track, just as if
they were bound together despite no interaction between
them. This will be further validated by additional simulation
results in Fig. 4 indicating the topological charge of an edge-
meron changing with the driving current density. The good
agreement between the simulated and analytical results sug-
gests that the meron dynamics under in-plane currents can be
well captured by Eq. (1)—the massless Thiele equation—at
least for perfect tracks without defects.
To reach the steady-state motion, the drag force from
the boundary must be rigorously offset by the Magnus force.
The boundary’s force sensed by the edge-meron is deter-
mined by the potential landscape of the track,8,9 which is
FIG. 1. Layout showing the relationship between transverse forces (Fg and
Fp) and longitudinal drift velocity (v
d¼ vdx e^x) for an edge-meron. The drift
velocity of the meron depends on the driving current density (note that
j¼Je^x). (a) For leftward injected electric currents, the Magnus force (Fg)
reacts against the boundary’s attraction force (Fp) and thus can result in
steady-state meron motion for J in a certain range. The force balance for a
skyrmion, with a positive velocity, is shown for comparison. (b) For right-
ward flowing electric currents, the Magnus force then favors the attraction
force, repelling the edge-meron out of the track.
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related to the material parameters and the shape, size, and
topological charge of the meron. The topological charge of
the edge-meron exhibits dependency on the driving current
density. It is impossible to derive an explicit expression for
V¼V[Ku, D, Q(Ku, D, J)] and thus for Fp¼rV. In turn,
the current-density window guaranteeing steady-state meron
motion cannot be analytically extracted, and numerical simu-
lations become a proper tool to address the issue. We
examine the current-driven motion of an edge-meron in the
nanotrack, with Ku varying from 0.4 to 1.2 MJ m
3 and D
varying from 2.0 to 4.5 mJ m2, which covers the range of
the most technological relevance8,15,24,27,39,41 and beyond
which a regular skyrmion is not allowed to exist in the track
in the remnant state [single-domain configuration for lower
(Ku, D);
8 elongated-skyrmion or multi-domain configuration
for higher (Ku, D)].
8,15 The results are presented in Fig. 3 as
FIG. 2. Unidirectional motion of edge-merons. (a)–(d) Steady-state drift motion of edge-merons under an in-plane current. (a) Snapshots of an edge-meron at
indicated times. (c) Snapshots of an edge-meron as well as a skyrmion at indicated times. (b) and (d) The vertical component of normalized magnetization
averaged over the entire volume of the nanotrack, mz, and the topological charge, Q, as a function of the current action time, t, corresponding to (a) and (c),
respectively. The track is 60 nm wide and 1 nm thick. a¼ 0.3. In (a) and (b), b is assumed to be 2a, namely, 0.6; the electric current is leftward injected as
marked by the arrow and J¼þ3.0 1012 A m2. In (c) and (d), b is set to be 0.5a, namely, 0.15; the applied electric current flows rightward as denoted by the
arrow and J¼5.0 1012 A m2. From Fg¼ (1  b/a)Gvsx/(b/a  1)J, it is clear that, for b equal to twice and half of a, (1  b/a) changes sign. Hence, the
current directions must be reversed to maintain the fixed direction of the Magnus forces in (a) and (c). Moreover, the rigidity of the edge-meron is preserved in
the motion process. The steady state is established a few nanoseconds after the application of the current, as revealed by the plateaus in the mz(t) and Q(t)
curves. (e) and (f) Destabilization and annihilation of an edge-meron under an in-plane current. (e) Snapshots of an edge-meron at indicated times. (f) mz and
Q versus t. Note that, here, all parameters in (e) and (f) are the same as in (a) and (b) except for the current direction. The current flows in the direction such
that the Magnus force assists the drag force of the boundary. Under the joint forces, the edge-meron shrinks in size and loses the topological charge and finally
is annihilated.
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a phase diagram. The colored interior of the ring (named sta-
bilization ring here) centered at each (Ku, D) stands for the
range of the current densities, under which the steady meron
motion can be established. The inner area surrounded by the
colored ring groups such current densities, at which the
Magnus force is not large enough to compensate the boun-
dary’s force so that the meron is expelled from the track,
whereas for the region outside each ring, the current density
deforms an edge-meron into a domain-wall pair by inducing
a much stronger Magnus force than the oppositely directed
force from the boundaries.
The stabilization rings are not identical for various
material parameters. For a given Ku with a¼ 0.3 and b¼ 2a,
the higher the D value, the larger is the outer radius of the
ring and the wider is the ring (Fig. 3(a)). At a given (Ku, D),
the stabilization ring for (a, b)¼ (0.3, 0.5a) is wider and big-
ger than for (a, b)¼ (0.3, 2a) [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The dif-
ference in the stabilization rings reflects the complex
dependences of the Magnus and boundary’s forces upon the
material properties. Specifically, the two forces are directly
associated with the material parameters as well as the geo-
metrical and/or topological characteristics (size, shape, topo-
logical charge, etc.) of an edge-meron, as revealed in Eq. (3).
The geometry and topology of a meron are also dependent
on material properties. Associating the above considerations
with Eq. (3), one can get Js/rV[Ku, D, Q(Ku, D, Js)]/
Q(Ku, D, Js), where Js are the current densities allowing
steady meron motion to be established when other material
parameters are given. The above implicit function of Js
reveals the difficulty in analytically deriving the stabilization
phase diagram and the dependence of the stabilization rings
on material parameters.
Figure 4(a) shows the simulated velocity (vdx ) versus cur-
rent density (J) for steadily moving edge-merons in nano-
tracks with varied Ku, D, a, and b values. Clearly, the drift
velocities of edge-merons are linearly proportional to the driv-
ing current densities,8,9 which is consistent with the expecta-
tion of Eq. (2). Moreover, defining the mobility of an edge-
meron as the velocity divided by the driving current density,
i.e., vdx /J, one can see that the mobility is independent of Ku, D
(material parameters), and Q (topology parameter) as long as
the current density is within the corresponding stabilization
ring (Fig. 3) although the topological charge Q changes with
the current density J [Figs. 4(b)–4(g)]. Note that, for the rele-
vant current densities, the Q value of an edge-meron is in the
range of 0.4–0.65, which is not far from 0.5.14 Once Q
becomes too large or too small, the force balance on the
meron will be broken immediately [recall that, the Magnus
force Fg/ JQ(J)], and the meron will in turn collapse into
a domain-wall pair15 (Fig. S1(d)) or disappear [Figs. 2(e) and
2(f) and S1(a)–S1(c)]. Intriguingly, it appears that the sky-
rmions and edge-merons have the same mobility, when identi-
cal a and b values are assumed in simulations, which
evidences that the mobility of a spin texture in a given track is
not affected by its topological charge, if the structural rigidity
can be well maintained during its motion. The observation
that the mobility is independent of Ku, D, and Q is in line with
Eq. (2), where such parameters are absent and not implicitly
involved as well.
According to Eq. (2), the meron mobility l vdx /
J¼ [chP/(2l0eMs)](b/a). Substituting the values of all con-
stants and some parameters into the above formula, one gets
l¼ (0.400 1010b/a) m3 A1 s1. Thus, the theoretical
mobility values are 0.800 1010 m3 A1 s1 for b¼ 2a and
0.200 1010 m3 A1 s1 for b¼ 0.5a. From Fig. 4(a), one
finds that, at a¼ 0.3, the simulated mobility values are
0.583 1010 m3 A1 s1 for b¼ 2a and 0.194 1010 m3
A1 s1 for b¼ 0.5a; whereas at a¼ 0.01, the values are
0.583 1010 m3 A1 s1 for b¼ 2a and 0.381 1010 m3
A1 s1 for b¼ 0.5a. The clear dependency of the mobility
upon the damping parameter seen in simulation results is
missing from the theoretical prediction. The slight discrepan-
cies between the theory and simulations might be ascribed to
the incompleteness of the massless Thiele equation within the
rigid-body picture,8,10,19,20 which neglects the structural defor-
mation of a spin texture and the relaxation of the internal spins
that strongly rely on the damping properties of materials.
Additional simulations verify that steady-state edge-
meron motion can also exist in a B20-type nanotrack that has
a bulk-type DMI; see Fig. S5 in the supplementary material.
In fact, an edge-meron has been clearly demonstrated in Fig.
3(c) of Ref. 9, where a rectangular notch was cleverly
designed to favor the nucleation of a meron that converts to
a skyrmion later.
FIG. 3. Phase diagram for transverse stabilization and longitudinal steady
motion of the edge-meron subject to in-plane currents. a¼ 0.3. In (a),
b¼ 2a; each ring is centered at (Ku, D) with the inner and outer radii repre-
senting the lower and upper critical current densities; inside each ring, the
steady-state meron motion is attainable. Apart from the radii, the colored
peripheries in each ring also code the current densities. (b) and (c) The stabi-
lization rings of an edge meron for different b/a values (all other parameters
are kept the same).
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B. Effect of boundary roughness
In deriving the theoretical velocity and force equations,
we assumed an ideal nanotrack without including any impu-
rity or edge roughness. However, experimentally, a nanotrack
prepared even by the state-of-the-art microfabrication techni-
ques cannot avoid defects such as boundary irregularity,
which affects the motion of spin textures in the track.31 As
argued above, an edge-meron is an intermediate entity
between a skyrmion and a domain-wall pair. It should behave
like a skyrmion in the interior and like a domain-wall pair on
the border line of a track. To clarify how boundary defect
influences the motional dynamics of an edge-meron under an
electric current, we introduced a triangular notch8,30 into the
border of a nanotrack in simulations (inset of Fig. 5(a)). We
found that the behavior of a meron in passing through the
notch depends on the depth of the notch and the current den-
sity8 [compare Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. For instance, at a given
current density J¼þ4.0 1012 A m2, the meron can pass
through a notch 3 nm in depth (5% of the track width) but
cannot pass through a notch 6 nm in depth. If the current den-
sity is increased to J¼þ6.0 1012 A m2, the meron can
overcome all the notches of 3, 6, and 12 nm in depth and
return to the original trajectory.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), during the meron moving toward
the right end, the front wall meets the notch and then
detaches, and a moment later the far wall touches the notch
but is tightly pinned, instead. The reason why the front wall
can escape from the notch is that it senses the joint forces of
the current and the far wall. The current exerts a viscous
FIG. 4. Mobility of edge-merons in
steady drift motion. (a) Drift velocity
and (b) topological charge as a func-
tion of the current density. (c1)–(g1)
The contours of spin configuration and
(c2)–(g2) topological-charge density of
the edge-meron under specified current
densities. In (a), b¼ 2a and 0.5a, with
a¼ 0.3 and 0.01, are considered for the
edge-meron, and the skyrmion motion
is checked for b¼ 2a and 0.5a with
a¼ 0.3 for comparison. In (b), b¼ 2a
and 0.5a are considered for the edge-
meron only with a¼ 0.3. In both (a)
and (b), several (Ku, D) combinations
are taken into account to see the effect
of the parameter variation. In (c)–(g),
Ku¼ 0.8 MJ m3, D¼ 3.5 mJ m2,
a¼ 0.3, and b¼ 2a. The results in (a)
suggest that the edge-merons and sky-
rmions have the same mobility, exhib-
iting no dependency on the material
parameters Ku and D and the topologi-
cal charge Q, which is in qualitative
agreement with the theoretical result
[Eq. (2)].
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force via spin transfer; the far wall imposes a repulsive force
through exchange interaction.42 By contrast, the far wall
only experiences the viscous force from the current, since
the front wall has been driven away from the far wall and
thus cannot offer a force (even though the front wall is close
to the far wall, it cannot help the latter to depin from the
notch, because its repulsive force counteracts the viscous
force of the current). By pushing the front wall forward, the
current elongates the meron to become into a strip domain.15
However, the picture is different for the meron under a
higher current density, as shown in Fig. 5(b), where the vis-
cous force from the current is so large that both the front and
far walls can easily escape from the notch.
C. On symmetry breaking
Figures 2 and 3 and S1 and S2 contain solid evidence for
supporting the prediction (based on the Thiele equation) that
the motions of edge-merons under in-plane currents are non-
reciprocal over a wide range in the space of material parame-
ters Ku, D, a, and b. Intrinsically, the unidirectionality in the
meron motion should stem from the breaking in the mirror
symmetry of the potential landscape [viz., V(y) 6¼V(y)] of
the nanotrack, where the spin texture is attached to one of the
two symmetric lateral boundaries. Such a potential environ-
ment makes the boundary’s confining force on a meron be
locked into a specific orientation and be unable to balance the
Magnus force for one of the two current directions, leading
finally to the current-controlled unidirectional motion of
edge-merons. The nonreciprocal meron motion benefiting
from the special characteristics of “edge states” resembles the
edge-localized propagation of the Damon-Eshbach spin
waves in a 1-dimensional magnetic waveguide.32,43,44 Spin-
wave edge channels formed by the potential wells (i.e.,
minimums in the internal field) near the lateral boundaries of
a waveguide are induced by the boundary magnetic
charges,45,46 which can be created only if the translational
symmetry of the waveguide is broken in its width direction.
The occurrence of the spin-wave edge states by introducing
spatially separated edge channels that accompany the center
channels enables spin-wave confluence and beating in a sin-
gle waveguide,47 which might find application in multichan-
nel information transmission and processing as well as
nanometer-scale frequency deconvolution of microwave
signals.43
D. Meron-based device
We propose a magnetic meron device (Fig. 6(a)), the
key element of which is a lateral junction consisting of a
wide track and two narrow arms. An edge-meron is injected
into the wide track by using the Slonczewski spin torque of a
perpendicular current, which is applied to a local area cov-
ered by a point-contact spin valve.8,48 To manipulate the
meron, an in-plane current will be fed into the junction
through a control unit immediately after terminating the per-
pendicular current. The detection circuit collects a signal
once a domain-wall pair passes through a coil.
The operation processes of the device are as follows.
For both forward and reverse cycles, six repeated operations
are implemented sequentially. In each cycle, the perpendicu-
lar current (J1) is first used and then the in-plane current (J2)
is used [Figs. 6(b) and 6(e)]. Fig. 6(d) addresses the forward
process. After nucleation, a meron is pushed to move right-
ward and later converted into a domain-wall pair at the inter-
face between the wide and narrow tracks.15 When the
domain-wall pair goes through the region beneath the coil,
the coil senses a varying magnetic flux and produces an
FIG. 5. Current-driven dynamics of an
edge-meron in a notched nanotrack. The
triangular notch [inset in (a)] models
boundary roughness in real samples.
Here, the depth of the notch is 10% of
the width of the track, namely, h¼ 0.1w.
a¼ 0.3 and b¼ 2a. In (a) and (b), the
current density is J¼þ4.0 1012 A
m2 and þ6.0 1012 A m2, respec-
tively. Specified in each subpanel is the
action time of the electric current. Each
central panel displays mz and Q against
the current action time.
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electromotive force. Finally, the domain-wall pair leaves the
junction from the right terminal. More than one meron can
proceed in the junction simultaneously; there will be no cou-
pling between any two of the merons and domain-wall pairs8
if the temporal profile of the current sequence is well
designed. The duration of J1 cannot be too short in order for a
meron to be formed [the injection processes of an edge-meron
are illustrated in Fig. S3 for several sets of (Ku, D, a)].
J2 should be sufficiently long to prevent clogging of merons
in the track.15 As shown in Fig. 6(c), the vertical magnetiza-
tion decreases with the increase in the number of merons
injected into the junction. At 0.80 ns, the domain-wall pair
touches the right end of the junction, and the vertical magneti-
zation begins to rise. The periodic oscillation of magnetiza-
tion features the reproducible manipulation of merons by the
repeated current pulses. As indicated in Fig. 6(g), for the
reverse process, only a single meron is present in the junction
at a given time, because the former meron has been dissolved
during the action of each J2 not until the initiation of the next
J1. In this case, the merons are annihilated in the central track
and cannot enter the narrow arms to contribute an electromo-
tive voltage.
FIG. 6. Demonstration of a meron
device. (a) Schematic architecture of
the device. The lateral junction made
of a width-modulated nanotrack is the
functional element, where the unidirec-
tional motion of merons is realized.
The “carriers”—merons—are injected
into the junction by a vertical current
across a point-contact spin valve situ-
ated near the lower boundary. The
junction is “biased” by an in-plane cur-
rent supplied by the control circuit;
once created, a meron goes into one of
the two motional modes, depending on
the current direction. The detection cir-
cuit outputs a signal by recording the
magnetic-flux variation across the coils
attached atop the narrow arms of the
junction. Note that, here, the out-of-
plane and in-plane current densities are
denoted as J1 and J2, respectively.
(b)–(d) The forward and (e)–(g)
reverse operations on the device. Each
instance contains 6 operation cycles.
(b) and (e) Current sequences used to
inject and manipulate the edge-merons.
(c) and (f) Evolution of mz with the
operational time. (d) and (g) Carrier
distribution inside the junction at char-
acteristic times. (h) “I–V” (here, e–J
indeed) curve of the meron device.
Here, e is the induced electromotive
force in the coils. (i) Domain-wall
width as a function of in-plane current
density J for the forward cycle. The
domain-wall pair is converted from the
meron at the connection area between
the wide and narrow arms. Here,
wb¼ 3wn¼ 60 nm and lb¼ ln¼ 200 nm.
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Quantifying the forward and reverse processes, one can
acquire the characteristic curve of the meron device as shown
in Fig. 6(h) (equivalent to the “I–V” curve of a PN-junction
diode21). The output of the device is encoded as the electro-
motive force, e, induced in the coils of the detection circuit.
After some calculation, one can arrive at edU/
dt¼ 2l0Mswnvdw, where U is the total magnetic flux across
the coils (here, we assume a tiny spacing between the coil
and junction planes and B¼Be^z, where Bl0Hdzl0Ms with
B and Hdz being the magnetic induction and the vertical com-
ponent of the stray field at a point of the coil plane, respec-
tively, from the narrow track), wn the width of the narrow
arms, and vdw the domain-wall velocity in the narrow arm.
Deriving vdw(J) from micromagnetic simulations and
substituting it into the above expression, the e(J) is identified.
On the reverse side, since the merons cannot reach the coils,
the output is always zero. On the forward side, there exists a
threshold current density (Jc1), below which the meron cannot
be sent into the narrow arm resulting in an output of zero. In
fact, there is another threshold current density (Jc2, corre-
sponding to the smallest periphery of a ring in Fig. 3) below
which the steady-state meron motion is not permitted.
However, the Jc2 is smaller than Jc1 and thus unable to mani-
fest itself in the e–J curve. Above Jc1, the output, e, is directly
proportional to the driving current density, J, because e/vdw
and in turn vdw/ J [as is known from simulations and
Eq. (2)]. The driving current cannot be too large; otherwise,
excessive spin textures will nucleate at the ends of the junc-
tion49 and move against the electric current, which will
disrupt the regular operation of the device. Moreover, a
high current should cause strong chaoticity in the spin
dynamics49,50 and even damage the sample by Joule heating.
Finite-temperature micromagnetic simulations reveal that the
device can work at room temperature (Fig. S4). Overheating
of the junction because of Joule heating can be avoided, as
the current pulses in each operation cycle are sufficiently
short (320 ps in the demonstrated case). In real devices, the
interval between cycles should be optimized to allow efficient
thermal dissipation.
As noticed from simulations, the domain-wall pair gets
wider as the current density increases (Fig. 6(i)). The expla-
nation is as follows. The width of the domain-wall pair is
determined by the domain-wall velocity in the narrow track
and the time required for a meron to be converted into a
domain-wall pair. Both the domain-wall velocity and the
conversion time are functions of the current density.
In Figs. 6(b) and 6(e), the current J2 is pulsed and
applied after J1. In fact, our simulations demonstrate that J2
can be utilized continuously (as a direct current) and only J1
needs to be pulsed to periodically inject merons. Of course,
using a direct current is not a good choice from the point of
view of heat dissipation.
The driving current, J, in the junction comes from an
external voltage, U, supplied by the control circuit.
Substituting U(J) into e(J), one finds that e/U¼ (ch/e)(b/a)
Pr[1/(lb/wbþ ln/wn)], where r is the conductivity of the
junction material, and lb (ln) and wb (wn) are the length and
width of the wide (narrow) track in the junction, respectively.
This means that the ratio of the output to input voltages is
independent of the current density and instead determined by
the geometric (lb, wb, ln, and wn) and material (b, a, P, and r)
parameters of the junction. As such, materials with higher
b/a51,52 will bring enhanced output signals at a given current
density, or a lowered effective range of current densities for a
given magnitude of the output signal [as e/ vdw/(b/a)J]. It
should be emphasized that the operation process of the device
depends heavily on J, the driving current density.
For a¼ b, the forward and reverse motions of a meron
are equivalent, that is, no nonreciprocity happens to the
meron motion. Because the Magnus force is absent, a meron
moves along the electron current and meanwhile it decays
under the outward directed drag force from the boundary.
Consequently, the device cannot work at a¼b.
To prevent a meron from entering the left arm, the cen-
tral track should be made longer than the propagation dis-
tance (tens to hundreds of nanometers; see Fig. S2) from the
injection site to the annihilation site of an edge-meron.
IV. DISCUSSION
The Thiele equation, Eq. (1), neglects the mass of the
moving merons and thus can only approximately uncover the
real dynamics of the current-driven merons, which causes a
slight quantitative discrepancy between the theoretical pre-
diction and the simulation results. However, the key predic-
tion of the Thiele equation—the unidirectional motion of
edge-merons—is confirmed by micromagnetic simulations.
Therefore, the massless Thiele equation8,10,19,20 captures the
core of the meron-motion dynamics in this system. The gen-
eralized Thiele equation53,54 considering the mass of merons
can be developed to improve our understanding on the meron
dynamics, which is however beyond the scope of the present
paper.
Recently, reliable conversion between a skyrmion and a
domain-wall pair has been demonstrated,15,55 and multiple
interaction schemes between domain walls/skyrmions and
spin waves have been identified.24,27,41,48,56–60 Besides the
well-known fact that domain walls are capable of modulating
the propagation characteristics of spin waves,56,57 it was
demonstrated most recently that a magnetic nanotrack with
imprinted domain-wall lines can serve as a graded-index
“optic fiber” for channeling spin waves.24,27,41 On the con-
trary, propagating spin waves can trigger domain-wall/sky-
rmion motion via a magnonic spin-transfer torque.59,60
These findings have enriched the family of magnetic logic
and memory devices.15,22,23,27,56,61,62 The device presented
here is built on a planar, track-based structure, which has
been adopted in both domain-wall/skyrmion logic and race-
track memory devices,15,22,23,27,56 and, remarkably, has also
been employed in the mainstream magnonic logic devices
based on propagating spin waves.61,62 These facts imply that
the meron device can be directly integrated into the existing
logic and memory circuits as a signal controller, and further-
more, it can be conveniently reconfigured to perform other
functions8,15,27,41 as a reprogrammable device. Thus, the
magnetic meron device as a new member of the diode fam-
ily24,63–68 is anticipated to play a crucial role in information
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processing and data storage that are based on the magnetic
features—skyrmions, domain-walls, and even spin waves.
It is worth noting that in the proof-of-principle demonstra-
tion of the proposed device, we use the Zhang-Li spin torque
to drive edge-merons, and practically, the device performance
can be greatly enhanced by optimizing the used materials,
device geometry, and driving schemes. Alternatively, the
emergent spin-orbit torques (spin Hall torque and/or Rashba
torque) should be adopted to move the edge-merons in real
devices, because these torques might allow the device to work
at greatly reduced current densities, and additionally the
restriction b 6¼ a required for device operation with the Zhang-
Li torque can be released. In fact, most recently, Jiang et al.69
have experimentally observed the skyrmion Hall effect, for
which the current-induced spin Hall torque was used to drive
skyrmions motion. This experiment gives a strong hint that the
proposed device should function practically and the spin-Hall
torque will be a more efficient means for operating the meron
device.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for Figures S1S4 that pro-
vide details on the current-dependent motion of edge-
merons, the material-parameters dependence of the injection
and unidirectional motion of edge-merons, and the diode
effect at finite temperature. Figure S5 shows edge-meron
motion in a nanotrack of B20-type materials with bulk
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.
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